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BIN CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE
In Tech Tip volumes 186 and 187 we discussed the
importance and the details of cleaning both the KM-
cuber series as well as the F-series Flakers.  Along
with the ice machine, it is important not to forget the ice
storage bin.  After all, it would not do us a lot of good
to have a clean and sanitized ice machine and allow the
ice to be stored in a less than sanitary bin.  Since the
bin has no actual mechanical parts there is no real
“maintenance” to perform on the bin however, bin
cleaning and sanitizing are an important part of the total
ice system cleanliness.

Bin cleaning can be divided into two different areas
inside the bin and outside.  The cleaning for these areas
should be handled in two different ways.  First we will
discuss cleaning the interior.

The best time to clean the interior of the bin is when the
ice machine is cleaned.  Since the bin should be empty
at this time per our normal cleaning recommendations.
If the bin is not empty then the ice must be removed
and either bagged and stored in the walk-in cooler or
disposed of properly.

As with the ice machines the cleaning and sanitizing of
the bin is a two-part process.  The unit should first be
de-limed using a de-scaler such as Lime-A-Way or
Scale-A-Way.  To clean the interior, mix a solution of
water and de-scaler together following the
manufactures recommendations from the bottle
(Usually 5-6 ounces per gallon).  Hoshizaki’s
recommendations can be found in the Tech Spec
Pocket Guide, the cleaning instructions on the front
panel of the ice machine or in the Instruction Manual.
You will find it helpful to use a spray bottle to apply

this cleaner to the inside of the bin.  It is best to
remove the baffle from the interior of the bin by
removing its thumbscrews.  Then using either a
clean cloth or a nylon brush scrub the entire
interior of the bin as well as the baffle and soak
the scoop until all scale deposits are removed.
After the scale has been removed flush the bin,
baffle, scoop and cleaning utensils thoroughly with
fresh water until all traces of the de-scaler has
been removed.

Next, the unit should be sanitized.  This is done
following the same method as used above
however, this time you will use a sanitizing solution
of Sodium Hypochlorite (Chlorine Bleach) and
water.  Mix the sanitizing solution of 1/2 oz of
chlorine bleach to 1 gallon of water.  Apply this
solution with another spray bottle and with a clean
rag wipe down the entire interior surface of the bin
as well as the baffle, thumb screws and scoop.
Thoroughly flush the interior of the bin as well as
the other parts that were sanitized again more with
fresh water until all traces of the sanitizer is
removed.

Note:  It is important not to mix the de-limer and
the sanitizing solution.  When mixed these
chemicals can create gases that may be harmful if
inhaled.

Now to the exterior of the bin although this part of
the bin does not normally come in contact with the
ice it is important to keep it clean.  This will
prolong its appearance and prevent any sort of
damage from rust colored stain or corrosion
caused by high levels of chlorine either in the



incoming water supply or cleaning agents which may be
used in close proximity to the ice machine.  The
customer should be instructed on the need to clean the
exterior surfaces of the bin and the icemaker on a
regular basis.  This cleaning can be done as often as
every day but should be done at least once a week.
This cleaning can be done by simply using a clean soft
cloth and a neutral cleaner, such as a mild soap solution
or a commercial cleaner such as 409 and wiping the
entire exterior surface clean.  Cleaning the exterior will
reduce the effects of lingering chlorine gases that can
damage the stainless steel surface of the unit and bin.

Cleaning instructions for bins that already have some
rust colored stain and corrosion damage due to
heavy concentrations of Chlorine in the water will be
discussed in a future volume of Tech Tips.  If you
have any questions concerning this matter please do
not hesitate to contact the Technical Support
Department at 1-800-233-1940.

DB SERIES HOTEL/MOTEL DISPENSERS
Hoshizaki manufactures two models of hotel/motel type
dispensing bins. The DB-130H is 22 inches wide with
approximately 130 pounds of ice storage.  The DB-
130H will work with any of the 22-inch wide KM
series icemakers.  The DB-200H is 30 inches wide
and stores approximately 200 pounds of ice.  The DB-
200H will also accept any of the 22-inch wide KM
series icemakers with the use of top kits.  However,
since this unit is 30 inches wide it is ideal for the KML
series. The shorter height of the KML allows this
combination to fit into areas where a normal KM and
DB combination is too tall.

The spout assembly of the DB as well as the entire
mechanical operation of the DB series is very simple.
When the dispense button is pushed a solenoid
energizes, opening the spout, the gearmotor turns,
rotating the agitator and dispensing the ice.  There is a
spout shutter and a safety switch located on the right
side of the spout assembly that will prevent someone
from reaching into the bin from the spout opening.  If
this occurs the switch will open and stop the dispensing
process.  This will prevent a hand from coming into
contact with the solid stainless steel auger and powerful
gear motor.

To access the drive mechanism of the DB series
remove the left side panel of a DB-130H and the
right side panel of a DB-200H.  There you will
find the solenoid that operates the shutter
assembly, capacitor for the gearmotor and the
chain sprocket drive.  The gear motor is located
underneath the storage bin assembly.  Preventive
maintenance in this area is limited to a couple of
drops of oil annually and checking chain tension.
The chain tension should be approximately 3/8” to
1/2” of deflection.

The DB auger is constructed of solid stainless
steel rods.  The curled portion of the auger will
pull the ice towards the center of the storage bin
and the “T” shaped breaker bars will break up
any ice that may have bridged together and
dispense it through the spout.  This unit has no
periodic agitation.  Since the unit will be
dispensing KM ice, bridging is not a major issue.
If ice does bridge together in the storage bin, the
strength of the gearmotor and agitator will break
the ice up and dispense it through the spout.

Sometimes the end user would like to restrict the
use of their ice machine to their customer’s only.
There are three types of accessories that can be
used to accomplish this.  First are the Key Mech.
and Card Mech. which when installed take the
place of the push button assembly.  When
installed you must have a room key to activate
dispensing.  The other option is a Coin Mech.
This device mounts on the side of the DB unit and
requires the customer to deposit coins or tokens
to receive ice from the bin.  All of these
mechanisms are sold as accessories to the DB
and can be purchased through your local
distributor.

COMING NEXT MONTH…
1. KM 20 minute harvest lockout  (2 Beeps)
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